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RURAL RESIDENCES OF WROCŁAW BURGHERS 
IN THE 13TH-16TH CENTURIES

ABSTRACT: The article discusses the issue of late-medieval and early-modern manor houses of Wrocław citizens, located in their rural properties. Many of them, located in the close vicinity of Wrocław, were destroyed as a result of the spatial development of the urban agglomeration, others are usually poorly researched archaeologically and architecturally. For this reason, and in accordance with the requirements of historical archaeology, this issue has been analyzed using a maximum variety of sources: written, archaeological, architectural, cartographic and iconographic. The article includes examples of manor houses built by the citizens of Wrocław as well as those that originally belonged to dukes or knights. The key issues to which special attention has been given are the chronology and formal classification of objects as well as their functions and significance for their founders and owners. The issue was discussed in four chronological intervals, basically reflecting the economic, social and political changes that influenced the development of Silesian defensive-residential buildings.
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The inhabitants of medieval Wrocław have been of interest to researchers for a long time, and the most attention has been paid to the groups of patricians and craftsmen who are best documented in the sources. The beginnings of burgher land ownership near Wrocław date back to the 13th century, and the apogee of expansion to areas outside the city walls occurred in the 14th century (Pfeiffer 1929; Hoffmann 1977; 1989, 93-123, 159-170; Goliński 1991, 106-140; 1995). The purchase of estates in the surrounding villages was primarily determined by economic considerations – gaining profits from the demesne economy. The improvement of the financial situation enabled social advancement, which in the case of craftsmen’s families meant entering the city council, while for representatives of the patriciate, having land around the city was of key importance for achieving the position (broadly understood lifestyle) of the elite of the society of the time, that of the knights. One of the manifestations of the adjustment of the Wrocław burghers to the courtly style of life proper to the knights’ position was having their own country residence.

The manors located near Wrocław have long been the subject of research by historians of architecture and art, who were interested only in the masonry structures preserved in the area (Rozpędowski
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1978, 495-497; Zlat 1990, 77-82; Chorowska 2003, 145-148, 179-185; 2010, 77-79). Recently, in a book concerning Silesian motte type structures, I paid attention to the founders and owners from this social group (Nowakowski 2017, 209-216). However, the cited publications do not exhaust the research problems, the key ones being the issue of their chronology and formal classification. It is also unclear whether their owners came only from the richest stratum of Wroclaw townspeople - the patriciate, and whether these objects played any military role in the defence system of Wroclaw.

The article considers the manors built by Wroclaw burghers and acquired by them, mainly from knightly families. In total, there are about 30 structures (Fig. 1). Many of them have not survived to modern times, and well-preserved ones, including the oldest motte type structures, are usually poorly explored archaeologically. Interpretation possibilities are also limited by the ambiguous record of written sources. This remark concerns the term *curia* (German: *Hof*) often found in the sources, which in the case of structures located in the countryside was used in relation to fortified residences of lords, demesnes, Schulz manors and parish

Fig. 1. Map of the duchy of Wroclaw at the beginning of the 14th century with the manor houses mentioned in the text (D. Nowakowski)
priests’ ones, as well as peasants’ farmsteads (Slownik łaciny..., II, 1502-1509; Deutsches Wörterbuch..., X, 1655-1656; Nowakowski 2021, 192-193).

The structures in question will be discussed within three chronological periods. The first will cover the time from the second half of the 13th century to the first third of the 14th century, i.e. from the emergence of rural estates of Wrocław townspeople, to the end of the rural colonization process and political events important for the history of the city and the duchy: the takeover of the duchy as a fief by the rulers of Bohemia (1327/29), and the death of the last Duke of Wrocław, Henry VI (1335). The second period is the time when the duchy was directly subject to the rule of the Luxembourgs, which is the period of stabilization of the settlement and economic development of the duchy. Its upper limit is marked by the political events of the first decades of the 15th century, such as the Hussite Wars (1428/31) and the death of Sigismund II of Luxembourg (1437). The third one is the remaining part of the 15th century, which was characterized by a settlement crisis caused by the turmoil of the Hussite Wars and the fights for Wrocław in the second half of the 15th century between supporters of George of Poděbrady and Matthias Corvinus. Its upper limit is marked by the first decades of the 16th century and the appearance of grand masonry manor houses with late-Gothic and early-Renaissance style features. Their construction resulted from the economic development of the province, as well as the emergence of new ideological trends in architecture and art. The proposed division is, of course, of a contractual nature, but it basically corresponds to the changes in the Silesian defensive and residential construction seen in the literature (Chorowska 2003, III-194; Nowakowski 2008, 310-315).

MANOR HOUSES FROM THE SECOND HALF OF THE 13TH TO THE FIRST THIRD OF THE 14TH CENTURY

In the light of the collected source materials, there are reasons to believe that the oldest examples of rural manors of burgheers of Wrocław functioned as early as at the end of the 13th century or slightly later. Most likely, a structure of this type existed in Sołtysowice. The village originally consisted of three parts: Kegil, Molnsdorf and Schulteissowitz, which were merged in 1411 by the burgheer Nicholas Dumlose (RF, III, f. 2460-2461; Domański 1967, 40, 45, 46). The burgheer Dietrich de Molnsdorff was known from the 1280s. In 1312, his son John made a bequest for his wife Katherine, daughter of Henry Reichenbach. The text of the document shows that it was his next wife, who received 10 mansi as a dowry in alodio Schulteschowycz, with the reservation that if John died earlier, then 5 mansi without manor (sine curia) were to be taken over by his heirs, and the remaining 5 and one mansus in Stary Dwór, which Katherine had for a long time after her father, along with the manor house in Soltysowice (curia in Schulteschowicz), were to be taken over by her heirs (Sub, V, 416; APWr., Rep. 67, No. 149; RS 3329; Pfeiffer 1929, 81, 82).

Fig. 2. Soltysowice: a – topographical plan of the motte-and-bailey; b – the main mound with marked relics of brick residential towers (a, b) and a timber outbuilding (c) (D. Nowakowski)
The listed manors (curiae) are probably demesnes, but we do not know whether there was a residential building functioning at any of them. In the vicinity of the former village, there are remains of a motte and bailey structure (Fig. 2:a). Excavations of the main mound showed two phases of use, in both of them, in the central part of it, there were residential towers with brick cellars (Fig. 2:b), dated to the 14th-15th century (Nowakowski 2017, 123, 124, 212, 213, 431, 432). At the tower from the second phase functioned also a timber building measuring 4.0 x 4.6 m, in the fill of which 6 iron bells for animals were found. The extensive bailey and the small size of the towers (side length of about 6 and 5 m) suggest that this structure should be interpreted as the remains of a fortified demesne. The founder of this complex were representatives of the Dumlose burgher family, which owned Soltysowice from the 1330s until 1411, and the manor (hofe) belonging to Paul Dumlose was mentioned in 1364 (RF, III, f. 2457, 2460, 2461; APWr., Rep. 67, No. 417; Pfeiffer 1929, 176).

As early as 1250, matron Magna bought an estate called Sobegarz near Domaslaw, next to which she founded a demesne named Magna after her, first mentioned in 1316, when a burgher, Konrad siebenwirth, bought a plot of land related to it. Seven years later, John von Reste bought 5 mansi in Magnit quod quondam Sobgar dicebatur, from Henry von Mühlheim, and in 1336 from Boguszko siebenwirth half of the Magna allodium with a manor and a fortified tower (curia cum propugnaculo, quod vloge Berffrit nominatur), which previously belonged to his father Konrad (SUB, II, 413; RS 3606, 4249, 5746). Magnice remained in the hands of the von Reste family until the 1370s, then it was owned by other burgher families (RS, III, 549; IV, 510; RF, II, f. 687, 690, 691, 694). The remains of the structure mentioned only once in the sources are probably hidden in the ruins of a magnificent early post-medieval manor house surrounded by a partially preserved moat and an external rampart (Fig. 3:a). It was probably originally a motte castle with a masonry residential tower (Nowakowski 2017, 213, 355-356).

In 1318, the aforementioned John von Reste bought from the knights von Eichelborn and townpeople from the Engelger family properties in Wilczków, located not far south of Magnice. In 1355, he transferred to his son John, as a fief, the former Eichelborn demesne with a defensive structure and a manor house surrounded by a ditch (cum propugnaculo et curia fossatis circumdata). Twenty years later, John the Younger sold the village to the burghers Dompnig and John Rothe. The village belonged to the descendants of the latter for the next sixty years (RS 3823, 3863; RF, IV, 2926, 2927; RŚ, III, 163; APWr., Rep. 58, No. 299. Unfortunately, this building has not survived to this day, but it was probably also a small defensive and residential complex (Fig. 3:b).

As early as in 1260, Henry III of Wroclaw sold Popowice to a citizen Konrad Beyer. For a long time, the village was not mentioned in the sources, only in 1331 an allodium related to it was confirmed, which John von Reste with other townspeople sold to Peter Gläsen. In 1345, this property belonged to Peter’s widow, while in the years 1344-1373 the land in Popowice was owned by the Lederschneider family (SUB, III, 315, 318; RS 5022; APWr., AmWr., 107, No. 267; RF, II, f. 1049, 1052). In the 15th century, the village and the demesne belonged to several burgher families, including Vincent of Gdańsk from 1437, whose heirs sold the property to John Hornig in 1506 (RF, II, f. 1052, 1053; APWr., AmWr., 107, No. 4512; KPW, No. 56). On the site and using the mound and moat of the old seat, a palace was built in the 18th century (Fig. 3:c), which was destroyed in the period between the World Wars (Pawłowski 1978a, 369, 370; Nowakowski 2017, 397).

According to a forged document dated to 1284, Henry IV gave Krajków to master Wiland the stonemason of Wroclaw and his like-named son, a ducal servitor, as a service-free hereditary fief. Wiland (II) called himself already of Krajków, where he probably lived, and after his death the property was divided. We know that in 1345, Wiland’s daughter Osanna gave her brother Michael of Krajków a piece of land and domunculum located at the manor house (curia) of their brother Nicholas. Five years later, Michael also took over a part of the village belonging to brothers Nicholas and Wiland (III), with a square and an embankment commonly known as a rampart (cum area et aggere, quod vulgariter ein Wall dicitur) and their farmstead (ortus). The manor house of Nicholas of Krajków was mentioned again in 1362, and further representatives of the family were mentioned at the turn of the 14th and 15th centuries (SUB, V, 499; RS 1856, 5705; RF, I, f. 487-494). The quoted sources show that the heirs of Wiland (II) lived in Krajków and had several residences. The most impressive was Nicholas’s manor house, which was probably of a defensive character, as suggested by the term ‘Wall’ that was probably also used to refer to it, which, among other things, was used to describe mounds of the motte.
Fig. 3. Villages according to the maps from the second part of the 18th century with localization of manor houses:
a – Magnice; b – Wilezków; c – Popowice; d – Krajków; e – Różanka; f – Strachowice; g – Kowale; h – Partynice
(Cartography Department of Berlin State Library, Prussian Cultural Heritage, sign. N 15140, N 16398, N 16402)
type structures (Nowakowski 2017, 83, 84). This building was probably the main element of a small demesne village (Fig. 3:d), in which a masonry residence, preserved to this day, is dated to the beginning of the 17th century.

In 1286, a burgher, Henry von Mühlheim, bought an 8-\textit{mansi} demesne in Kuklice from Duke Henry IV of Wrocław. In 1336, his son Paul sold 4 demesne \textit{mansi} to Nicholas of Nysa, and a year later his sister pledged 4 \textit{mansi} and a farmstead (Gehöft) to her daughter and son-in-law John Grafinger. The property in Kuklice belonged to the Mühlheims still in 1352, hence for almost 70 years (SUb, V, 273; RS 5684, 5943; RF, II, f. 559). The residential functions in this estate could have been performed by one of the demesne buildings or even a country house with a homestead. We know such an example from Brochocin, located near Chojnów. In 1486, the knight Georg Budziwoj sold his property in the village to Christopher Ruprecht, with the exception of the demesne where he lived (\textit{ausgezogen das Forwergk, darauff der genandte George Buswe wohnet}) (APWr., Rep. 39, No. 44, f. 366-367; Nowakowski 2021, 202).

Perhaps already at the end of the 13th century, the lord’s seat in Różanka functioned. In 1290, Peter of Różanka (\textit{de Rosental}), the son-in-law of the knight Przybywoj, was mentioned. We do not know whether he was a knight or a citizen, but his descendant was Peter \textit{de Rosenthal}, who in 1363 sold property in the village to the townsman John Bank, in 1378 to the city scribe Nicholas a property in Wroclaw, and in 1387 he bequeathed the demesne in Różanka to son of Lawrence (SUb, V, 466; Rś, II, 1011, 1106; APWr., AmWr., 107, No. 632; RF, III, f. 2146). In the years 1319-1345, the local property was owned by a burgher, Bertold of Ratibor, and then by his namesake son, a parish priest in Głucholaży. In 1425, the property tax in the village was paid by a citizen Nicholas Sponsbruecke (RS 4201; Rś, I, 342; II, 669, 1031; RF, III, f. 2146; Pfeiffer 1929, 75; KPW, No. 108). We do not know under what circumstances Różanka became the property of the von Schwenkfeld and Runge knight families, to which it belonged in the second half of the 15th century (APWr., Rep. 57, No. 160, 161, 191, 194, 203). Unfortunately, the lord’s seat there did not survive (Kaletynowie, Lodowski 1968, 162; Nowakowski 2017, 410, 411) and is known only from cartographic materials (Fig. 3:e).

The burgher estates in Strachowice date back to the beginning of the 14th century. One of the plots in the village was owned by a burgher and knight, John Plessel, who in 1330 sold to John Markgraf seven \textit{mansi} and \textit{propugnaculum suum et curiam, sive al­lodium Strachwitz}. Before the mid-14th century, the estate in Strachowice was owned by representatives of various citizens’ families, and the residence associated with the demesne often changed owners. In 1349, Henry of Hirschberg sold the 7-\textit{mansi} demesne \textit{cum propugnaculo Bergkfritd vulgo nuncupatur} to Nicholas \textit{de Barczow}. In the same year, it was owned by knight Konrad Czirn, from whom it was purchased by Peter Dumlose. The property remained in the hands of the Dumlose family until 1357, and then it was owned by Nicholas Rabinswald (1357-1362) and the Damperow family (1362-1370) (RS 2844, 4979, 5293, 5827, 5828; RF, IV, f. 2740, 2741, 2744, 2747-2752, 2756). Currently completely destroyed building in the light of written and cartographic sources (Fig. 3:f) should be interpreted as a motte with a masonry residential tower (Nowakowski 2017, 210, 438).

From the beginning of the 14th century, burgher owners of the village of Kowale appear in the sources. In 1309, the estate was divided between brothers Konrad and Henry of Wojciechów. The village was taken over by the first of them, and then by his sons Bertold and Konrad, who in 1336 and 1337 sold nine \textit{mansi} to Francis of Glatz and three \textit{mansi} and a manor house (\textit{curia}) to Konrad Schertelzan (RS 3078, 5665, 5983, 6444; RF, I, f. 483; Pfeiffer 1929, 103). Francis sold his plot in 1351 to the Wroclaw city council, from which nine years later the village with 15 \textit{mansi} was bought by Nicholas of Kowale. Even in the 15th century, the townspeople who called themselves after this village had some properties in the area. In 1425, the property tax was paid by John \textit{de Eger}, and in the next century the village was again at the disposal of the Wroclaw councillors (RS, II, 507; V, 39; RF, I, f. 483; KPKW, No. 104; APWr., AmWr., C 22, f. 44). A small motte (\textit{Turmhügel}) located by the demesne (Fig. 3:g) was demolished at the end of the 19th century (Kramarek 1963, 167, 194, 195; Kaletynowie, Lodowski 1968, 158).

It cannot be ruled out that in the first quarter of the 14th century a lord’s residence was built in Kryżowice. The present village consists of two settlements Kreiselwitz and Schlanz merged after 1945. The defensive complex was located in the latter, functioning in the Middle Ages under the name of Wierzba Mała (\textit{Klein Würbitz}), and then \textit{Schlanz} (Domański 1967, 107, 108). We know that before 1324 the 8-\textit{mansi} demesne of Wirrwitz belonged to Gerhard Mühlheim, and a year later his son Giselher
sold half of it to John Stille (RS 4312; APWr., AmWr., 107, No. 177; Pfeiffer 1929, 63). The Schlanz family, from whom the village took its new name, owned the estate since 1346, when brothers Henry and Nicholas bought a 10-mansi demesne with a tower (cum turri in Wirbicze) from burgher Nicholas of Głogau and Nicholas Zolner. In 1373, tower with manor house (Thurm und Hof) was owned by John Dompnig, and in 1410 his descendants sold the estate with the seat and the manor house (Gesjiss und Hoff) to Lawrence Schwarz (RF, III, f. 321, 322; IV, f. 2942, 2943; Pfeiffer 1929, 161). From the end of the 15th century, the manor house belonged to the Sauermann family. In the light of the description of the estates of Sebald Sauermann (1548-1570), a solid stone tower with a vaulted basement stood next to the new demesne and the newly built manor house surrounded by a moat (ein starcker von steinen gemäuer Thurm; darunter gar gutte Keller nützlich zurgebrauchten, unndt ein schön gewelbe). The present palace was probably built on the site of these buildings in the 18th and 19th centuries (RF, III, f. 324; APWr., AmWr., C 22, f. 28v; Degen 1965, 276; KZS, IV/2, 50, 51).

MANOR HOUSES FROM THE 14TH TO THE FIRST THIRD OF THE 15TH CENTURY

We know much more about manor houses from the second chronological section, concerning which we have much richer source material, and more of them have survived to our times, such as the already described structure from Soltysovice.

In Bielany Wroclawskie, in 1336, a burgher Nicholas Reichenbach, transferred to his wife Sophia all rights to the demesne, which at that time belonged to knight Otto Glaubitz. Before 1341, the Bielany demesne was bought by Wrocław patrician Nicholas von Sitten, who obtained permission from John of Luxemburg to incorporate it under German law. Ten years later, Nicholas in his will handed the Schulz village over to his sons, Francis and John, together with the right of church patronage, an inn, a mill and other properties. The village and demesne of Bielany in the hands of the von Sitten family until 1414 (RS 5707; AAWr., sygn. CC.28; RŚ, I, 836; II, 462; III, 279, 562; IV, 437; V, 173, 174; RF, I, f. 20a-21a; RWN, 65; Pfeiffer 1929, 179-181). From the 1420s, the estate belonged to burgher Nicholas Merbot, who merged part of the property fragmented in the meantime. In the second half of the 15th century, the village was again divided into smaller plots that belonged to various knightly and citizens’ families. We also know that in 1392 a document was issued in Bielany by King Wenceslaus IV, and a year later by the royal governor of Świdnica, Beneš of Choustnik (RF, I, f. 21a, 22b; InvH., 44; InvJ., 248). A well-preserved motte is located a short distance from the church (Fig. 4:a). Test trenches and boreholes revealed a layer of clay with brick rubble and lime mortar lying on the slope of the mound, as well as fragments of pottery, which, after re-analysis, should be dated to the second half of the 14th-15th century (Pawłowski 1978a, 202, 203; 1978b, 241, 242; Nowakowski 2017, 216, 261, 262).

Probably already in the first half of the 14th century, some residential building functioned in Party­nice. From the 1330s, the 16-mansi demesne Patentiec was owned by brothers John, Francis and Lawrence Hartlieb, sons of furrier Hartlib. According to the publishers of Silesian documents, Partynice should be identified with the alodium iuxta rivulum Laa mentioned in 1342, where a document was issued by Duke Ludwig I of Brzeg. Eight years later Francis Hartlieb, hereditary lord in villa Hartlip seu Patenice, was mentioned (RS 6888, 6954; Lehns., I, 319; AAWr., A. 15a; RŚ, II, 318). In the second half of the 14th century, the estate, divided into five parts, belonged to various citizen’s families, while in the years 1425-1443 John Jenlen anders Hartlieb genant, who lived in Partynice, was mentioned. He was a descendant of burgher Henlin of Głogau, who owned land in the village since 1355 (RŚ, III, 90; IV, 339, 353, 355, 635; RF, II, 937, 940; KPW, No. 59; Pfeiffer 1929, 52, 143, 225). Unfortunately, we do not know anything about the appearance of the medieval seat in Party­nice, which probably functioned in the same place as the post-medieval manor house (Fig. 3:h).

We have to deal with a complicated ownership and settlement situation in Złotniki (Goldschmieden), which name was created after the first owner, Hermann the goldsmith (Herrmann aurifabri). The alodium belonging to him, located near the town or the river Leśnica (currently Bystrzyca), was mentioned in 1288. We do not know whether two demesnes – Small and Great Złotniki – were operating there already in the 13th century. Perhaps the second one should be identified with the alodium of Tylon of Liegnitz, located circa Lesnitz, mentioned in the same document. We know that in 1348 the demesne in Złotniki had an honesta domina Heska, who four years later bought two marks of rent from demesne belonging to Stephen.
of Księginice. The land register of the Duchy of Wrocław from the mid-14th century mentions two demesnes in *Goldsmeden* with a total of 10 *mansi*. In the light of later records, Stephan’s demesne was located in the southern part of the present village. In 1360, Nicholas of Zybiszów took over his property, and then Michael Runge, a burgher from Leśnica, also mentioned as von Goltschmeden. In 1394, his heirs sold a 4 1/2 *mansi* demesne in *wenigen Goltschmieden*, located near the village of Jerzmanowo.
on the Bystrzyca River. Later, the Small Złotniki demesne often passed from hand to hand of various citizen families (SUb, V, 367; RWN, 109; RF, I, f. 187, 190, 191, 194; KPW, No. 25). The relics of a well-preserved motte type structure located in the southern part of the present park can be identified with the desmesne in Small Złotniki (Fig. 4:b). In the light of the results of the test trench excavations, the materials and documentation of which have been lost, in the central part of the mound there was a brick tower dated to the 13th-14th or 14th century (Pawłowski 1978a, 371; Nowakowski 2017, 477).

Also, based on later records, we can identify the location of the aforementioned desmesne of matron Heska, which was taken over by Nicholas of Zybiszów under unknown circumstances and sold in
1354 to Otto Pincerna and his wife Agatha. From the content of the document, we know that the demesne with 4 1/2 mansi was located in the lower part of the village, opposite the Bystrzyca River (versus fluvium Lesna). A year later, widow Agatha sold the entire demesne, located in the lower part of the village, near the town of Lesnica, to brothers Bartholomeus and Mathias de Lezawicz. The aforementioned Mathias in 1359 mentioned as Matthias de Goltsmedin, granted half of the demesne as endowment to Kunegunda, the widow of the late Bartholomeus, and a year later Mathias from the town of Lesnica, to brothers Bartholomeus and Mesne, located in the lower part of the village, near Lesna. A year later, widow Agatha sold the entire demesne in Złotniki with 4 1/2 mansi, including 2 1/2 mansi in the village of Buchwald. His sons were Peter, Godinus, Adolph and Konrad Katzenschinder, mentioned in the third and fourth decades of the 14th century. For some time, the property in question was owned by Tyczko, the townspeople of Wrocław in 1459, the army of George of Poděbrady captured the manor house (hoffortalicium Goldsmeden) located in the Bystrzyca valley, opposite the village of Buchwald, which was estab-

From the first half of the 15th century, both demesnes in Złotniki belonged to successive burgher families as one estate. In 1444 Anthony Hornig’s wife sold Gross und Klein Goltschmieden with the lord’s seat (Gesäß) to Dirsco Stosch. In the second half of the 15th century, the owners of the village often changed, and we also know that during the fights for Wrocław in 1459, the army of George of Poděbrady captured the manor house (hoffortalicium Goldsmeden) (RF, I, f. 191, 194; APWr., AmWr., C 22, f. 35v.; Eschenloer I, 61; II, 289). Both records refer to the manor house in Great Złotniki, because in the light of archaeological research, the structure in Small Złotniki was no longer in use in the 15th century.

Based on the toponym, the foundation of the townspeople of Wrocław is the lost demesne Katzenschinder, recently identified with a late medieval object (Fig. 6:a) located in a forest complex east of the village of Buczek (Moepert 1935, 23, 24; Pawłowski 1978a, 218; Nowakowski 2017, 217, 324, 325). Its founder was probably Konrad Reichenbach, a citizen from Wrocław, known as Kaczinschinder, who in 1337 was the owner of demesne Buczek (Parvum Buchwald). His sons were Peter, Godinus, Adolph and Konrad Katzenschinder, mentioned in the third and fourth decades of the 14th century. For some time, the property in question was owned by Tyczko, the Schulz of the village of Buchwald, who transferred to his wife Margaret a 4-mansi demesne in Buchwald called Caczinschinder with a drawbridge (cum ponte fortalicii, qui vulgo czogeburcke nuncupatur). The estate remained in the hands of the Katzenschinder family until 1382, when it was bought by the von Logau brothers (RS 5145, 5880, 6144, 6227, 6441, 6514, 6520, 6654, 6977; RF, I, f. 69a-71a; USD, 204; Pusch, III, 347). Also the lost demesne Egilsjagt, located in the same forest complex, was probably founded by the townspeople of Środa Śląska, which was first mentioned in 1376. In the second half of the 14th century, it belonged to the Zweibrodt knightly family, while from 1445-1448 until the middle of the next century it was owned by the Wrocław Mühlheim family (RF, I, 70b, 338; IV, 3050, 3077; APWr., AmWr., C 22, f. 62). The remnant of the demesne is probably a significantly damaged motte and bailey structure (Nowakowski 2017, 324, 325).

As early as at the end of the 13th century, burgher properties in Skalka were confirmed, while in the years 1337-1353 the local demesne belonged to the Schertelzian family, from whom Nicholas of Neisse bought the land. Skalka belonged to his descendants still after 1413, when it was taken over by the heirs of Lutek of Neisse (RS 3098, 5857, 6154, 6206, 6423; RF, III, f. 307-309; Rś, V, 51). A few years later, they also sold the estate, because in 1425 the village belonged to Alex Bank and his wife Barbara, who transferred half of the property in Skalka, including half of the manor house and the seat (Hofe und Gesäß) to Margaret, widow of Nicholas of Glatz. In 1467, an analogously defined property was bought from Kasper of Glatz by Peter Girdan. In the 16th century, the village was owned by Peter von Krickau, Melchior Polak and Kasper Polak from Skalka (von Schalkaw) (KPW, No. 76; RF, I, f. 33a; III, f. 310, 311; APWr., AmWr., C 22, f. 25v). Located in the Bystrzyca River valley, the structure, currently significantly levelled, had the form of a manor house on a mound surrounded by a moat and rampart (Fig. 6:b). Fragments of pottery from the second half of the 14th-19th century were found on the surface of the site.

The ownership and settlement situation was also complex in the village of Gadów, which was established on the site of one of the demesnes associated with the neighbouring Jaszkotle. Already in 1293, the owners of the allodium Jaschotel were the brothers Konrad and Henry von Reste. Two demesnes in the village probably functioned already in the first half of the 14th century. We know that in 1354, townspeople of Wrocław, Henry and John von Uhlenburch, sold an 8-mansi allodium in Jaszkotle to Sybelin Scheitler, while three years later the brothers John, Andrew and Henry von Reste gave another allodium in the village.
to their mother, which in 1363 she transferred to her two elder sons. The *allodium Jeschkittel*, belonging to Sybelin Scheitler, was bought in 1362 by the knight Paul of Gądów, who in 1378 purchased another demesne from the children of Andrew von Reste. Most probably, Paul’s son was Martin of Gądów, mentioned in 1404, who in 1418 sold the property and the village of Jaszkotle to burgher Nicholas von der Heide. His son John was mentioned in 1449 as the heir to the property in *Jeschkittel das man auch Gandaw nennet*. The estate belonged to the von der Heide family until 1506, when Alex Bank bought the village of *Gandaw der Jeschkittel genannt* from Hieronymus von der Heide’s wife (SUb, VI, 121; RF, I, 134, 150-151, 154; APWr., Rep. I, No. 418f; APWr., AmWr., 107, No. 3474; AAWr., sygn. CC 9b; Pfeiffer 1929, 79; Hoffmann 1977, 11-12). Currently, the village of Jaszkotle is a small hamlet located less than half a kilometre north-west of Gądów, where the remains of a manor house dated to the 14th century (Fig. 6:c) have survived, but its regular form rather suggests that it is a later structure (Nowakowski 2017, 296, 297).

It cannot be ruled out that the structure in Gądów Mały was built in the 14th century on the initiative of the Wroclaw townspeople. In the 13th century, plots of the Cistercian nuns of Trzebnica and the Wroclaw cathedral chapter functioned there, to which the superior rights also belonged later. The first secular owners of the local properties were recorded in 1336, when burgher Nicholas Brunonis sold to Peter Glesil and Paul Rutheni part of the *allodium Gandow*, from the heritage of their grandmother Perusza, who in the same year bequeathed the inventory of the local demesne to her grandchildren. In 1345 John Brunonis purchased

---

**Fig. 6. Digital terrain map of the fortified demesne and mottes:**

- a – *Katzenschinder*
- b – *Skalka*
- c – *Gądów*
- d – *Sadkówek* (after geoportal.gov.pl)
the 8-mansi demesne of Gądów from burgher Merkelo Schertelzan. Still in the same year, John of Luxembourg allowed him to incorporate the demesne, one part of which he received as a fief from the bishop of Wrocław, and the other from the Trzebnica monastery. In the second half of the 14th century, the village often changed owners, and finally, from 1371, it was owned by Wroclaw canons (RS 5676, 5680; AAWr., sygn. BB 26, 28, 32-34; Rs, I, 266, 343). Unfortunately, this structure was also destroyed as a result of the expansion of the city and is now known (fig. 5:b) from archaeological archive materials (Turmhügel) and modern cartography (Kramarek 1963, 163, 194, 195; Kaletynowic, Lodowski 1968, 158; Pawłowski 1978a, 369).

With the demesne in Ślęza-Lasowo (Lohe) is identified the allodium advocati de Wratislavia mentioned around 1300. In the first half of the 14th century, this property often changed owners, when it belonged to various knightly and burgher families. In the years 1359-1371, the demesne was owned by Nicholas of Krakau and in 1383, Konrad, a Wroclaw burgher, bought the property from his son, for the Vogt of Jawor. Three years later, Paul Stengil owned two demesnes located next to each other on the Ślęza River, called Laa and Rusin. In 1409 his son Paul sold to Paul Dumlose the village and demesne Lo with manor house and seat (Hofe und Gesäße). Between 1419 and 1470, the village and seat belonged to the Bank family, and then to Jan Rindfleisch (Lf, B, 50; RS 3187, 3324, 6044, 6063, 6556; RF, I, f. 207-211; Rs, IV, 474; Pfeiffer 1929, 108). The seat mentioned in written sources should be identified with a brick, originally four-storey residential tower (Fig. 7:a) dated to the end of the 14th-15th century (Degen 1965, 161-163; KZS, IV/2, 135-137; Chorowska 2003, 147; Eysymontt 2010, 343).

Fig. 7. Views of the manor houses in: a – Ślęza-Lasowo; b – Wojnowice; c – Smolec; d – Komorowice (photo by D. Nowakowski)

The objects described above can be considered with high probability as founded by the townspeople. From the discussed period, we also know examples of several fortified manor houses that originally belonged to knightly families, and then were taken over by the citizens. Such was the situation in Bieńkowice, after which the knights who lived there called them-
selves in the first half of the 14th century. Mentioned in several documents from the years 1339-1344, Mathias von Bencowicz, alone or with his brother Stanislaw, got rid of his possessions in the village. We do not know whether Gerusza, the widow of Hermann von Zülz, had any family ties with the lords of Bieńkowice, but in 1340 she with her son Peter sold the *allodium Benkowicz cum curia fortalicio* to burgher Peter Stengel for 115 marks. The estate belonged to the buyer’s family until 1425 (RS 6290, 6466; RF, I, f. 8b, 9a; Pfeiffer 1929, 177). Unfortunately, we do not know anything about the remains of this structure, which probably functioned in the same place as post-medieval palace (Fig. 5:c) (Nowakowski 2017, 262, 263).

In 1311 Duke Henry VI of Wrocław gave the village of Gniechowice to knight Frederic von Waldau as a pledge, and in 1337 Hermann Reichenbach sold half of the village he inherited from his father and grandfather to citizen Nicholas Sitten. Later, the Reichenbachs often sold and mortgaged the local properties to various burgher families, but eventually Gniechowice was in their hands again. In 1346, they divided the property, after which Stephan took over the village (RS 3232, 5845, 6059; RF, I, f. 178; Rś, I, 798). Its last owner from the Reichenbach family was Hermann, mentioned at the turn of the 14th and 15th centuries, who in 1402 sold the village with the manor house and seat (*Hofe und Gesasse*) to burghers of Legnica Nicholas and Peter Ungeraten and Jacob Schwarz. From 1425 to the end of the 15th century, the entire village of Gniechowice belonged to the Ungeraten family (RF, I, f. 178-182; AAWr., sygn. CC.27; APWr., AmWr., 107, No. 4950; Rep. 66, No. 697b, 717b). The defensive and residential structure located in the village was completely destroyed, and we can draw conclusions about its appearance based on archaeological archive materials and a view from the mid-18th century (Fig. 8:a). It is believed that it was at least a three-story residential tower, built on an oval mound surrounded by a moat (Degen 1965, 57; KZS, IV/2, 22; Eysymontt 2010, 260, 261; Nowakowski 2017, 211, 212, 300, 301).

Knight Henry von Kalow, known from the years 1342-1351, was mentioned in written sources as the hereditary lord of the village of Pracze or as Henry

---

**Fig. 8.** Manor houses according to F.B. Werner’s drawings from the middle of the 18th century: a – Gniechowice; b – Stabłowice; d – Smolec; e – Komorowice (Topographia Silesiae, Silesian-Lusatian Department of the University Library in Wrocław, Iconography Department)
Kalow von Pracz. In 1396, his sons Stephen, John and Jenlin sold half of the village to burgher Peter Rostern, who in 1418 bought another part of the village. In the first quarter of the 15th century, burgher Beda Villen/Willen owned a plot there, and in 1479, his descendant Nicholas Beda. Later, the property in Pracz belonged to several other burgher families, while in the years 1508-1528 the village with the church fief and inn was owned by Nicholas Uthmann, and after him by Kasper Dompnig (RS 6976-7, 6984, 6987; Rś, I, 842; II, 27; RF, II, f. 1064-1069; III, f. 2520; IV, f. 2612; KPW, No. 106; APWr., AmWr., C 22, f. 12). Most likely, the von Kalow family had some fortified seat in the village, which was taken over by the townspeople along with the property. It probably functioned in the same place as the post-medieval manor house located on the edge of the Widawa River valley (Fig. 5:d).

In the 13th century, a masonry duke’s manor house probably functioned in Leśnica, located north of Wroclaw. We do not know whether it was located in the same place as the later lord’s manor, or what was its fate from the end of the 13th century, after the town incorporation. Perhaps it was taken over by a hereditary town Vogt. After the mid-14th century, this office was bought by the citizens of Wroclaw. In 1410, John Seidenberg’s widow sold the mill in Leśnica to Michael Bank, and six years later the Vogt’s office. In 1419, the new owner handed over to his brother-in-law, Peter Stronchen, the town with a market, seat (Gesäß oder Gebeude) and the Vogt’s office, which he accepted back in 1420. In the same year, Michael Bank obtained from King Sigismund approval to build a new masonry house in Leśnica (den Bau und das Mauerverk seines Hauses, das er von Grund auf neu errichtet und gemauert). The widow of Michael Bank, Katherine, sold the town with the house (Haus) in 1438 to burgher Francis Krickaw. The defensive structure in Leśnica (fortalicium/hofe Lissa) played a certain military role in 1459 during the fights for Wroclaw. We hear about the owners of the town again as late as in 1494, when John Beyer and Christopher Schebitz sold it to brothers John and Wenceslas Hornig (RF, II, f. 607, 610-614; Pfeiffer 1929, 177; Gläser 1939, 3, 4; Eschenloer I, 61; II, 289, 291). The oldest elements of the current Renaissance-Baroque palace dated to the first half of the 15th century are stone cellars of the house and perhaps the perimeter wall surrounding the adjacent courtyard. The southern tract with an entrance tower in the east and three corner cylindrical turrets is associated with the second phase (Fig. 9), dated to the second quarter of the 16th century (Brzezowski 1998; Chorowska 2003, 64-66).

The present village of Jamółtów (Arnoldsühle) was originally a mill, which was named after its owner Arnold, a burgher of Legnica mentioned in the second half of the 13th century. In 1340 and 1341, knight Henry von Gerstenberg pledged the mill to John Perske and John von Schellendorf. A year later,
there were mentioned properties belonging to the latter in Arnoldi molendino, which he soon sold, as already in 1348 they were owned by citizen Nicholas von Burg, in 1359 mentioned as Nicolao de Borch, residenti in Arnoldsmühle. Ludwig von Burg in 1373 sold Jarnołtów, which later changed owners frequently (SUb, III, 163, IV, 120; RS 6389, 6584, 6984; RF, f. I, 6b, 7a; II, f. 742). There are no known remains of the lord’s seat in the vicinity of the present village. It is probable that one of the buildings forming a compact complex served residential functions (Fig. 5:e). In written sources, such objects were referred to as mill manors1.

MANOR HOUSES FROM THE 15TH TO THE FIRST THIRD OF THE 16TH CENTURY

Due to the already emphasized poor state of research, we cannot say much about the formal transformations of manor houses in the third of the discussed periods, i.e. after the Hussite Wars and during the turmoil of war in the third quarter of the 15th century. In the literature, it was pointed out that new fortification solutions adapted to use in firearms combat first appeared in cities and large state castles, and only later in private country residences (Guérquin 1957, 26-28; Kwaśniewski 2005, 130-132, 138; Nowakowski 2008, 230-242, 313, 314). As it seems, initially such elements were wide moats and massive external ramparts, which, equipped with wooden fences and staffed with people, could actively participate in the defence of a fortalice. Perhaps the preserved remains of grand fortifications in the manors in Magnice, Skalka and Złotniki described above should be dated to the 15th century. Interesting data in this context is provided by the description of the seat in Stabłowice. In the 14th century, various burgher and knightly families owned properties here, centred around two demesnes in the northern and southern parts of the village. Probably already at that time, there was some lord’s seat at the southern demesne, near the church. After numerous changes of owners, before 1370 the estate was acquired by the von Schellendorf knightly family, and in 1404 its representative, John, sold the village with desmesne and manor house (Fuhrwerkg und Hofe) to the burgher Andrew Peiseler. Fifteen years later, Paul Wiener bought Stablowice with the desmesne, manor house and seat (mit dem fuhrwerk, Hoffe und Gesäß) from Andrew’s widow. In 1492 brothers Christopher and Georg Schwentz sold the property of Stablowice to burgher Kasper Popplau and King Vladislaus II allowed him to rebuild the manor house using bricks and wood and to fortify it with a moat and a Fuhrwerken (RF, IV, f. 2665-2673, 2677, 2688, 2689). The term Fuhrwerken (Vorwerken) used in the document meant some external fortification, probably roundels (Nowakowski 2021, 212). The significantly transformed remains of the manor house in Stablowice were incorporated into a park in the 19th century, and the only perceptible elements of it today are the surrounding ditches. We know the modern appearance of this object from cartographic and iconographic sources (Figs. 5:f; 8:b).

We know an example of a well-preserved small motte type complex from the village of Nowiny (Fig. 4:c). At the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries, fragments of a brick tower were still visible on the plateau of the mound, and a layer with fragments of bricks, lime mortar and a small amount of pottery from the 14th-16th century were unearthed in a small test trench (Pawłowski 1978a, 294-295; 1978b, 249; Nowakowski 2017, 375). The village of Nowiny can be identified with abandoned desmesne (wüsten Fuhrwerkg) mentioned in 1506, which was owned by Peter Hornig along with the neighbouring Królikowice. In 1560, Bartholomeus Hornig and his son John sold the Nowiny desmesne, once called an empty desmesne (das Fuhrwerkg, so vor alten des Wüste Fuhrwerkg und jetz zu den Neuen genandt wird) to Peter Beyer (RF, II, f. 543; IV, f. 3011; Domaniński 1967, 110).

A lord’s seat in Sadkówek was built in place of an older manor house. Its main element is a large quadrilateral mound surrounded by a moat (Fig. 6:d), with the ruins of an early post-medieval residence with remains of a medieval tower. In the description of the structure from 1655, it was stated that on a mound surrounded by a moat and a rampart, there were two wooden, two-story buildings, including one with brick cellars (Degen 1965, 149, 150; Nowakowski 2017, 210, 418). The desmesne parva Schotka, belonging to knight Pakoslaus Maltitz, was mentioned in 1346. From the 1360s to 1411, it belonged to the Wrocław citizens, the brothers John, Gotko and Reinhard of Guben, and then probably to the son of the second brother, Francs Gotke. Later, for over seventy years

1 1317: John Rymbaba sold to Kilian von Haugwitz property in Piotrowice, including dimidium molendinum cum dimidia curia (RS 3684); 1353: burgher John Schertelzan sold to Nicholas of Neisse a desmesne in Skalka cum curia molendino (RF, III, f. 308).
Sadkówek was owned by the Jenkwitz family, after which it changed owners several times, and finally, in 1488, together with the neighbouring Sadków, it went to Jan Prockendorf. The estate belonged to representatives of this family until the 1530s and 1540s (RF, III, f. 2428, 2432, 2437, 2440, 2441, 2444; Pusch III, 273; Wichelhaus 1938, 166, 167; APWr., AmWr., C 22, f. 19). The purchase of the estate in Sadkówek, with the lord’s seat, was probably related to John Prockendorf obtaining the right of patronage over the church in neighbouring Sośnica, which he expanded with his wife Katherine Stronchen in the years 1485-1504 (Degen 1965, 282).

At the beginning of the 16th century, the construction of the manor house in Wojnowice began. It cannot be ruled out that this building also took the place of an older seat, because in the 14th and 15th centuries several knight families owned property in the village, including the lords of Wojnowice mentioned in the years 1382-1414. In 1511, for a short time, these properties were owned by the burgher Christopher Hornig, and after him, they were taken over by Melchior Schewitz (AAWr., sygn. TT I, TT 8, N 10; RF, IV fol. 2979-2983; Seifert 1926, 491). According to the inscription on the preserved foundation plaque, in 1513 (Fig. 10:a) he also built the castle in Wojnowice.
Construction work continued in the 1540s (Fig. 10:b, c), and the final shape of a regular moated castle with an internal courtyard was obtained around 1560. This architecturally uniform layout (Fig. 7:b) was thus created as a result of a systematic extension lasting several decades (Kutzner 1990; Chorowska 2003, 184, 185; Eysymontt 2010, 357, 358).

In place of a medieval knight seat, a manor house in Smolec was built, which from the beginning of the 14th century was the seat of a family named after it. Originally located in Smolec Mały, the structure was often noted in sources as area propagaculi quod vulgariter in Wahl [nominatur] (1357), das Wahl (1405), Waal und Gesäß darbey (1421) and Waal, Gesäß (1452) (RF, III, f. 2344-2353). Based on the quoted source data, including the term rampart (Wahl/Waal), in this case meaning a mound, it was assumed that originally the seat in Smolec had the form of a motte-type complex with a masonry residential tower, the remains of which were recognized in the southern wing of the Renaissance manor house (Nowakowski 2017, 83, 428-430; 2021, 208). The new building (Figs. 7:c; 8:c), dated based on the foundation plaque from 1523 still preserved in the period between the World Wars, was built in the first quarter of the 16th century by Nicholas Uthmann, to whom Smolec belonged from 1514 (RF, III, f. 2356, 2357; Pfeiffer 1929, 238; Degen 1965, 278, 279; Chorowska 2003, 179).

Despite their late-Gothic character, the manor houses from Wojnowice and Smolec described above in their creations from the first half of the 16th century, represent a new type of Renaissance residence with significantly reduced defensive values. An analogous example is the manor house in Komorowice, dated to the second quarter of the 16th century. It was founded by the wealthy Wrocław patrician Melchior Hirsch von Kaltenbrunn, who purchased the village in 1529. The structure was built on a vast mound surrounded by a moat and an external rampart, and access was provided by a wooden bridge (Figs. 7:d; 8:d). The main element of the U-shaped complex is a residential house with a spacious vestibule, to which two wings with a decorative entrance portal, a kitchen and utility rooms adjoin on the north-east (Degen 1965, 314; Chorowska 2003, 183, 184).

CONCLUSIONS

The expansion of townspeople into the countryside surrounding big cities and their pursuit of nobility (ennoblement) was a pan-European phenomenon which, as in the Duchy of Wrocław, reached its peak in the 14th century. A comparable example may be the activities of the Prague townspeople and their numerous residences, which were concentrated east of the towns of Prague (Chotěbor, Durdík 1999). The majority of Wrocław manor houses belonging to the burghers were located within a distance of not more than 20 km from the city, in the area of the Wrocław district or close to its border (Leśnica, Wojnowice). Only two fortified lost demesnes, Katzenschinder and Egilsjagt, were located far from the capital of the duchy, just next to the town of Środa Śląska. This situation, of course, resulted from ownership relations. Although the Wrocław burghers owned estates throughout the duchy and even beyond its borders, most of them were concentrated around the city and the district associated with it (Hoffmann 1989, 164-170; Goliński 1991, 130-132). Also for the Wrocław townspeople, the purchase of a country estate under knightly law with a defensive seat was a way to ennoblement, as exemplified by the von Reste and von Mülheim families, referred to (Pfeiffer 1929, 63, 80) as feudalized merchants/burghers (feudalisierten Kaufleute/Bürger). We also know the opposite examples, when representatives of the knight state became citizens of cities by purchasing properties there, such as John Pless and probably lords of Różanka.

Taking into account the state of preservation and research of burgher seats, it can be stated that this situation reflects the general state of research on private feudal seats in Silesia. Many of them were destroyed as a result of the extension of the urban agglomeration, and the preserved structures are mostly poorly examined both archaeologically and architecturally. Such circumstances makes it much more difficult to draw conclusions about their chronology and formal changes. In the light of the collected source materials, in the 14th-15th centuries, the most popular type of rural burgher residence were single-segment motte-type structures with a wooden or brick residential tower. In the case of two-segment structures, at least some of them can be interpreted as remains of fortified demesnes. A slightly larger scale complex was a stone manor house from Leśnica with a long residential house, probably with a walled courtyard and a second wing. Some changes in the architecture and defence systems of manor houses took place during the 15th century. At that time, the usable area of the mounds increased, more and more often they were built on the plan of regular quadrilaterals. Defensive
systems adapted to the use of firearms were developed, the main elements of which were wide moats, massive external ramparts and roundels (Stabłowice). The new horizon of burgher foundations is marked by magnificent residences built from the first decades of the 16th century (Wojnowice, Smolec, Komorowice).

Issues requiring clarification include the chronology and form of the oldest structures, and thus the answer to the question whether there were any residential buildings in demesnes owned by burghers already in the 13th century? In the case of manor houses purchased on the secondary market, the results of archaeological and architectural research can provide data to determine the relationship of new owners to these structures. It is known that some of them were purchased together with landed properties as real estate investments. In the case of structures belonging to one family for several dozen years, the key problem to explain is the scale of construction works. Were they simple modernizations and adaptations of the house and its surroundings for residential and economic needs, or were they larger scale construction investments? The possibility of obtaining new data, which may allow the answering of some of these research questions, can only be provided by archaeological and architectural research conducted in an integrated manner.
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